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Profile: BMW S 1000 RR
BMW S 1000 RR legendary superbike boasts modern technology

The supersport motorcycle category is one of the most exciting and storied motorcycle categories, and
of the motorcycles included in it, the BMW S 1000 RR stands above the rest. Designed by BMW as a
racing bike back in 2009 to compete in the Superbike World Championship, the S 1000 RR has
continued to improve, offering a top driving experience.

Performance statistics

A 999-cc in-line four-cylinder
engine powers the 2018 BMW S
1000 RR. This liquid-cooled engine
utilizes four valves per cylinder,
double overhead camshafts and
wet sump lubrication for a total 199
horsepower and 83 lb-ft of torque.

Impressive engine power is
complemented by a lightweight
body, as the S 1000 RR’s body is
composed largely of aluminum. It
includes aluminum in its composite
bridge frame, its rear-wheel
suspension and even in its wheels.
The S 1000 RR weighs 459 pounds
when unladen and fully fueled.

This powerful engine and light body
give the S 1000 RR a top speed of
over 125 mph.

Distinctive looks

The BMW S 1000 RR boasts a particular style, strongly exhibited in bike’s fascia, which is split by a
large air inlet flanked by asymmetrical headlamps. This asymmetry repeats in the side panels, with a
single large recess on one side and a pair of gills on the other.

Technological advancements

The BMW S 1000 RR is also home to a collection of BMW Motorrad’s advanced technology systems.
The dual-flow rear silencer helps produce increased torque at lower engine speeds while reducing
exhaust back pressure. In addition, the S 1000 RR comes standard with Dynamic Traction Control,
which adjusts engine control to improve driving dynamics and road safety, detecting wheel spin and
finding the optimal settings for environmental conditions.

BMW Motorrad’s S 1000 RR is a legend among superbikes, and while looking at the 2018 model year
version, it is easy to see how it won that title, from its incredibly powerful engine to its distinctive looks
to its technological features.
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Profile: BMW G 310 R
Pure riding pleasure

The BMW G 310 R is one of the company’s first true entry-level motorcycles, and it was clearly built
with city riders looking to escape the confines of a car or subway in mind. Its attractive styling and a
level of quality are perfect for riders of varying heights, and the bike is lightweight without sacrificing
power. The G 310 R gives a whole new level of accessibility to riding fun and excitement and is
certainly worth consideration when shopping for a motorcycle.

More than budget quality

The BMW G 310 R is what you get
when you combine Germany’s top
engineering talent with India’s
efficient labor, as it is designed in
Munich and produced in Bangalore.
The motorcycle boasts an
impressive physique, with wedged
bodywork, precise fit-and-finish,
clean welding, generous use of
allen head fasteners, gold
anodized upside-down forks and
stylish graphics. The build quality is
truly impressive and worthy of the
five years it took BMW Motorrad to
develop the motorcycle. What’s
more, it’s exactly what you want as
a novice rider seeking a bike:
something that will stand the test of
time and, more importantly,
withstand less than expert use.

Ride for fun

This is the first time BMW ventures into the sub-500cc streetbike realm and the G 310 R already
holds up well versus the more established competition. The 313cc liquid-cooled, four-valve engine
produces 34 horsepower at 9500 RPM and 21 lb-ft of torque at 7000 RPM. The figures are relatively
low, but so is the 349-pound curb weight — and so is the first gear, which helps new riders have an
easier time taking off. BMW also chose to tilt the cylinder backward, leading to easier handling and
improved stability. Combined with good ergonomics, the G 310 R’s torquey and lightweight
characteristics make it a true pleasure to ride on twisty roads or to navigate through narrow city streets.

Top equipment

The BMW G 310 R is offered with a number of excellent standard and optional features, not least of
which is the anti-lock braking system that novice riders will undoubtedly love as they get to grips with
the brakes. The LCD dash wouldn’t look out of place on a more upscale bicycle and shows all the
information relevant to you while you work the handlebars, including the gear, shift light, trip computer
and bar graph tachometer.

The BMW G 310 R’s sportiness, functionality and ease of use make it an almost unbeatable offering



The BMW G 310 R’s sportiness, functionality and ease of use make it an almost unbeatable offering
among entry-level motorcycles.
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BMW Motorrad Navigation and Communication
Accessories
Check out BMW Motorrad’s innovative collection of accessories

BMW Motorrad has some of the most technologically advanced motorcycles on the market, and that
reputation holds strong with BMW
Motorrad’s communication and
navigation systems.

It’s nice to have a Navigator

BMW Motorrad offers its riders a
choice of three different navigation
systems, each titled as a variation
of the Navigator name.

The first most basic system is the
light, intuitive Navigator Street,
perfect for bikes without much room
for mounting screens. It features a
high-contrast 4.3-inch touchscreen
that is conveniently usable without
removing your gloves. The
Navigator Street offers
route-planning options with
pre-installed map data for Europe
and North America using BaseCamp software. It also provides a “Winding Roads” route option to
precisely plan your desired trip.

A step above the Navigator Street is the Navigator V, which comes with the same services offered by
the smaller system yet adds even more. For example, it features a 5-inch TFT display and
supplements the navigation software with a lane assist program with photo-realistic junction views. On
top of that, TTS navigation instructions use exact descriptions of the surroundings, stating directions
like “turn left after the cathedral,” and the Navigator V offers an optional smartphone link app for
real-time traffic information and weather.

Finally, there is the Navigator VI, which takes the software from the Navigator V to the next level with
intuative settings like “avoid major country roads” and round-trip route creation. In addition, it provides
music streaming via smartphone connection.

Communication is key

Each of the BMW Navigator devices pairs to BMW Motorrad’s communication system. Through
Bluetooth, the system offers wireless voice communication for two helmets as well as automatic noise
suppression, music reproduction in stereo quality and smartphone connectivity with automatic call
answering.

Smart choice

An alternative to a smartphone connection would be to install BMW Motorrad’s official smartphone
cradle — a hard plastic case with a protective viewing window which allows the rider to use their



cradle — a hard plastic case with a protective viewing window which allows the rider to use their
smartphone on a motorcycle while charging it via micro USB or Qi wireless charging. The smartphone
cradle holds phones with displays up to 5 inches across diagonally, including rubber adaptors for a
snug fit.

Each of these systems allows riders to connect and navigate like never before, keeping them sure of
their route at all times.
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BMW Motorrad: The First Five Decades
BMW’s first half-century built a solid foundation of innovation

Over its first five decades of operation, BMW Motorrad created some of the world’s most beloved
machines, laying a solid foundation of innovation and excellence. This legacy resonates well into the
present day, as BMW continues to
lead the world in motorcycle design
and technology.

The history of BMW Motorrad dates
from 1923, when the company
manufactured its first motorcycle.
Designed by future BMW head
designer Max Friz, the R 32 was
driven by a newly conceptualized
flat-twin boxer engine. Over the
next few years, the boxer concept
developed into a powerful,
high-performing engine that
allowed BMW to dominate the
sport of motorcycle racing. In 1929,
the BMW R 37 set a world
motorcycle speed record of 134.2
mph.

Throughout the 1930s, BMW
Motorrad continued to advance the field of motorcycle design and performance, creating a range of
models used by hobbyists, racers and even government agencies. Innovations pioneered by BMW
during this decade included the first hydraulically damped telescopic front fork, which greatly
improved cycles’ comfort and handling. 

World War II put a halt to BMW’s motorcycle development efforts, but the company came back in
1948 with the R 24. By 1951, BMW Motorrad had developed the R 68, an outstandingly fast and
sporty model widely considered to be one the top motorcycles of the 1950s. In 1954, the company
unveiled the R 25/3, a comfortable, powerful machine that was BMW’s best-selling motorcycle for
nearly 40 years.

In the 1960s, BMW revamped its motorcycles with the powerful /5 series. With a 750 cc cylinder
capacity and 50-horsepower output, the R 75/5 could reach speeds of nearly 109 mph. While BMW
motorcycles were already popular across Europe, the swiftness and power of the /5 series made them
increasingly popular in the United States.

BMW Motorrad continued to make major advances throughout the 1970s. The most significant
development was 1976’s R 100 RS — the world’s first production motorcycle with standard full fairing.
This design vastly improved both aerodynamics and comfort. On the other end of the spectrum, the
company introduced the R 45, an entry-level machine that introduced a whole new generation to BMW
motorcycles.

With five rich decades in the books, BMW Motorrad can look back proudly on a history of high-level
performance and consistent quality — and look forward to a future of creativity and cutting-edge



motorcycle development.   
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